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IS WI-FI WISE FOR OUR CHILDREN?
The whole world seems to be
embracing the wireless revolution.
Wherever you go, people are skyping
on cell-phones, connecting on laptops
and downloading on iPads.
It is this kind of connectivity that
made the uprising in Egypt possible.
It’s also enabling poor farmers in the
world’s villages to check the wholesale
price for rice in the city, and cut out the
middlemen.
There’s a troubling downside to all
this, however, especially for children.
France has banned both the sale of
cell-phones to children, and their use in
elementary schools. Britain’s Chief
Medical Officers are strongly advising
young people to use cell-phones only
for essential purposes.
Their reason is evidence that using
cell-phones may lead to brain cancer. In
2010, a 13-country study found that
people over 30 who used a cell-phone
for 30 minutes a day had a 33%
increased risk of developing glioma
tumours on the side of the head where
the cell-phone is typically held.
Today, much younger people are
using cell-phones for much longer, and
we know that children absorb more
radiation into their brains, bone marrow
and muscles than adults do.
There is also evidence that cellphone use affects the brain’s
biochemistry - in February 2011, a
National Institutes of Health study
found a 7% increase in glucose use in
parts of the brain close to the antenna.
In her new book Disconnect, Dr. Devra
Davis describes scientific reports which
show that electromagnetic radiation is
causing broken strands of DNA, and
breaching the blood-brain barrier.
In Britain, brain cancer has now
passed leukemia as the number one
cancer killer in children. There has been
a 40% increase in brain tumours in
Europe over the last 20 years.
If cell-phones are a clear health risk
for our children, what about Wi-Fi - the

wireless technology that provides an
on-line connection whenever you are
with range of a wireless router?
Health Canada’s Safety Code 6 says
there is no scientific evidence of harm
from Wi-Fi - and Health Canada has no
plans to review its position.
Dr Olle Johannson has researched
electromagnetic radiation for 30 years
at the Karolinska Institute Department
of Neuroscience in Sweden, however,
and he says Canada’s Safety Code 6 is
completely out of date, and only
designed to protect against thermal heat
effects of radiation - not biological
effects, which Health Canada says do
not exist. Yet it is very clear that there
are biological effects.

A Dutch study from Wageningen
University found that Wi-Fi routers
positioned 50 centimeters from ash
trees for 3-6 months appeared to lead to
damage in parts of the leaves, with the
disappearance of the outer cell layer
followed by desiccation and death.
It is becoming accepted that cellphone masts can cause health problems.
In 2008, the British TV program
Panorama found that the radiation
inside a Wi-Fi classroom during
downloads was three times higher than
it was outside, by the masts.
Electromagnetic
Hypersensitivity
has been recognized by the World
Health Organization; it suggests that it
affects “a few people per million.” The
Swedish government says that it affects

3% of the population, and recognizes it
as an official disability.
In schools where Wi-Fi has been
installed, some electrosensitive children
are experiencing headaches, or cardiac
arrhythmia - “Kind of weird - it felt like
my heart was skipping beats”. There is
evidence that Wi-Fi may also trigger
seizures,
and
increase
epileptic
readiness.
Some
teachers
are
complaining that Wi-Fi makes them ill.
There have been thousands of
studies on cell-phones and masts, and
50% have found evidence of negative
effects; but there have been no studies
on long-term Wi-Fi exposure. There is
no evidence that Wi-Fi is safe.
Our schools have a legal duty to
provide a safe environment for our
children - including those who are
electrosensitive.
We don’t need Wi-Fi in our schools
- the French town of Herouville SaintClaire has disconnected all Wi-Fi from
its schools and public buildings,
replacing it with fiber-optic cable,
which is faster, safer, and more stable.
The head the UK government’s
Health Protection Agency has called for
precaution, and told schools publicly to
hold off on Wi-Fi until there is more
research. The Swiss government, whose
radiation guidelines are 100 times more
stringent than Canada’s, is providing
fiber-optic connections for all schools.
British Columbia should take the
lead, and do the same. For more
research and evidence on the matter, see
these videos and websites:
www.bit.ly/wifipanorama (video)
www.bit.ly/wifinotsafe (video)
www.bit.ly/wifiglobaltv (video)
www.bit.ly/wifischools (video)
www.wifiinschools.org.uk
www.preventcancernow.ca
www.environmentalhealthtrust.org
www.magdahavas.com
www.disconnectbook.com
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